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I. Background and General Approach to Unfair Competition Law

Dutch law does not contain any specific statutory rules on unfair competition
law, although the legal concept itself is clearly recognised in case law and legal

doctrine. The general principles of unfair competition 1aw ("ongeoorloofde me-

dedinging") are derived from the basic provision of tort embodied in Article 162 of
Book 6 of the Dutch Civil Code. This general tort clause has, over the years, given

rise to an extensiye body of case law on unfair competition.l In addition to this,

various statutory regulations exist that contain rules on specific areas of unfair

competition law mainly dealing with misleading and comparative advertising.

Furthermore, the Dutch approach to unfair competition law is characterizedby a

strong self-regulation system built on various codes of conduct.
The development of the law of unfair competition is closeþ connected to the

development of the general tort clause. The Dutch Civil Code was substantially

influenced by the French Code Napoleon. The French Code served as a model foI
the Dutch Civil Code of 1838. Article 1401 of the Dutch Civil Code of 1838

contained the general tort clause and read:

"Any unlawful act, which causes damage to another person, obliges the one, by

whose føult this damage has been caused, to compensate the other"

The Dutch general tort clause closely resembles its French equivalent (art' 1382

of the "Code Civile"). The main difference however, is the use of the word

"unlawfril" in the Dutch text, By introducing this word, the Dutch legislator u'ant€d

1 R.W. de Vrey,Towards a European Unfair Competition Law: A Clash Between Legal Families'

Leiden/Boston 2006, p. 79.
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to ensure that not every act or culpable behaviour that inflicts damage would lead to
compensation, but only acts that were not legally authorized.2

In tþe years following the introduction of the Dutch Civil Code in 1838, case law 3
favourÇìl 

'a 
strict interpretation of the term "unlawful". The term was construed as

being contrary to statutory law lts ambit was confined to acting against the law or
acting in a manner which is legally unauthorized. However, an epoch-making
judgement delivered by the supreme court on 3t January 1919, ãhanged thii
reserved policy of the Supreme Court. This change was preceded by a reverie trend
in the legal literature, were the need for a more flexible general tort clause was
advocated, inter ølia to accommodate an effective control of unfair competitive
practices. ln its Lindenbaum v cohen case3 the Supreme court held that:

"An unlawful act shall be taken to mean on øct or omission, viorating a right or a
statutory duty or violating either the good morals or the standard of due care, which
must be observed in society with respect to a person or the person's property (...)"

under the heading of "an act or omission (. . . ) violating either the good morals 4
or the standard of due care", fiom this moment on unfair trading practices not
covered by Dutch statutory law could be combated as well.

At various stages of the re-codification of the Dutch civil code that led to the 5

New civil code of 1992, the question was raised whether codification of the law on
unfair competition was deemed to be necessary. Although many voices were raised
arguing for introduction of a general prohibition on unfair competition accompa-
nied by specific rules for certain kinds of unfair competition,a by pointing to ihe
obligations pertaining to international law as imposed by section lObis of the Paris
convention, these voices proved to be insufficient grounds for the codification of
Dutch unfair competition law.s

In Dutch legal practice, unfair competition law often plays a part as a supplement 6
to protection under intellectual properly laws. In most intellectual property cases,
e.g. in the case of an alleged copyright or design infringement, unfair competition
law is used as an alternative charge by way of the legal action of "slavish imitation".
unfair competition law, in such cases, plays the part of a residual category as well as
a last resort, especially ife.g. a patent's term has lapsed, or a design is not registered.
In addition to this, unfair competition or, more in particular, aãvertising law ptays
an important role in preventing the public from being misled, as well as businessês
from being defamed; it also deals with certain specifiJanticompetitive acts (like e.g.
stealing trade secrets).

until December 2003 Article ia(8) of the old Benelux Desiqns and Mod.els Act 7
(BDMA) impeded a possible action for slavish imitation. This irovision stated thar
no action for unfair competition may be brought in relation to facts that solely
constitute an infringement of a design right. This provision precluded actions tà

froje:t designs under unfair competition law ifprotãction could have been granted
had the design been properly registered under the BDMA. As a consequence,

z,cf 
Y'an Maønen' onrechtmatige Daad, diss. r9g6, p. 33 et seq.t van Dam,Aansprakelijkheids-

recht, The Hague 2000, p. 163.

--:Dï,* fy- eme Couit (';HR") :l ]anuary t919, W 10365, ann. MolengraafiNJ tet9, p. r6t et
seg., nt. EMM.

l*_$ l3["--.-",1.y- his-tory to the Dutch 1992 Civil Code, Handelingen It 1953, p.2920.' uorhout Mees, Nederlands handels- en faillissementsrecht, Arnhem tg,-ø+, ut +ZZ. 
'
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anciliary protection to design under the action for slavish imitation was only
allowed in the case of special "extra" circumstances.6 This obstacle has, however,

been removed by an amendment of the BDMA (currently the Benelu¡ Convention
on Intellectual Propeffy), thereby putting the action for slavish imitation back on
track. As a result, the action for unfair competition, specifically regarding cases

where products are imitated, is quite relevant under Dutch intellectuai property law
As will be detailed below enforcement of the law of unfair competition was

originally mainly effected through private party complaints and self-regulation.

However, the introduction of various European rules on unfair trading practices,

has added a varied portfolio of public enforcement options.

IL Legal Basis of Unfair Competition Law and Relations to Neighbouring
Areas of Law

1. Law of unfair competition embodied in regulations and case law

As discussed above, under Dutch law the protection against unfair competition is

primarily provided for under the general tort clause embodied in Article 6:162 and
the advertising clauses embodied in Article 6:194 eT seq. of the Dutch Civil Code.

Dutch unfair competition law is therefore mainly judge-made law. In addition,
Directive 2O05l29lEC on unfair commercial practices has been implemented in
Articles 6:193 a - 6: 193 j of the Dutch Civil Code.

Starting from about the middle of the 20th century, several regulations under
public law were enacted that can be partly categorized as belonging to unfair
competition law, although most of these regulations have been abolished.T Nowa-
days, this mainly consists of the Commodities Act, the Door-to-Door Sales Act, tlie
Betting and Gaming Act and several regulations of (lower) governments, primarily
product boards and industry boards" regulations.

In addition, various unfair trading practices are punishable under the Dutch
Criminal Code. The Criminal Code contains one general unfaif competition
provision in art. 328bis, that states:

"Any person who commits a fraudulent act in order to mislead the public or a
particulør person, with the intention of building up, protecting or increasing Ltís ou'tt

sales or those of another person, shøIl, if this could result in any disadvantage to his

competitors or those of such other person, be guilty of engøging in unfair competitian

and be liøble to a term of imprisonment not exceeding one year or a fine of the fifth
categoî'y."

This Article has proven to be of very little practical signilìcance because of the

additional requiremènts that need to be satisfied (i.a. malice) and because the public

prosecutor gives low priority to the enforcement of such offences. Other relet'ant -
Lut also very seldom used - provisions are Articles 225 (forgery of documents),261
(defamation),272 and 273 (regarding trade secrets) and iZAb (deception) of'the

Criminal Code.

6 Benelux Court of Justice, 21 December 1990, NJ 1991, 429'
7 De Vrey, supra note t, p. 101.
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2. Relations to other areas oflaw

a) Anti-trust
!l

NowadlyS, competition is basically regulated by two areas of the law.8 Anti-trust

law, on the one hand, provides the government with the means to stop behaviour by

market participants that is likely to distort competition, in the interest of the market

as a whole. Government takes the initiative to enforce compliance of the anti-trust

regulations. Unfair competition law, orr the other hand, provides (private law) rules

to"parties that come into conflict with each other. The action is confìned to non-

contractual liability under civil law. Unfair competition law aims at preventing

dishonest or fraudulent rivalry in trade and commerce. These two areas of law have

been traditionally separated from each other in legal practice'

b) Consumer protection

Although generally considered two separate areas of law, consumer protection

law has Ë""i - at ieast partly - been integrated into unfair competition law,

facilitated by the flexible nature of the general tort clause of Article 6:162 BW.e

This integrátion has been accelerated under influence of European "consumer

protectiori focused" unfair competition-legislation, like the Directive 200512918C

àn unfair commercial practices. The effective enforcement by_ consumer organisa-

tions has been addressed - to a certain extent - by legislation'lo

c) Contract law

The Directive 20051291F;C on unfair commercial practices is expressly "without

prejudice to contract law and, in particular, to the rules on the validity, formation or

effect of a contract".ll The Dutch legislator has followed this approach' No formal
,,link" has been established between unfair commercial practices and contract law'

This does not mean that consumers do not have a civil action, e.g' to claim that the

agreement entered into be declared void on the basis of error or deception.l2

Fio*.u"r, it is for the consumer to plove that the requirements for these civil

actions are met. The (absence of a formal) link between unfair commercial practices

and contract law is still the topic of discussion. Recentþ, some members of the

House of Representatives have proposed a motion that enables consumers who have

entered into an agreement under the influence of unfair commercial practices, to

cancel this agreement.l3

3. Relation to IP laws - pre-emptive effect

Certain statutory intellectual property regulations contain provisions that impli-
citly or explicitly iefer to the possibility of providing ancillary protection by case

law In ro-. .ur.r, protection under unfair competition law is precluded for acts

t2

t3

t4

15

8 Cf. D.W.F. Verkade, Ongeoorloofde mededinging, Zwolle 1986' No' 1-5'
e Cf. E. Hondías. Niedeiländisches Verbraucher¡echt - vom Sonderrecht zum integrierten

Zivilrecht, VuR 199á. p.295 (295).

'0 See the ref.rencás to the Act on Joint,{ctions, $ VIII (1) below'
rr Article 3(2) of Directive2O05l2glEC. See aiso the th recital to the Directive.

-t2 
See de Vrey,yermogensrechtelijke gevolgen van oneerlijke handelspraktijken, Vermogensrech-

telijke Annotaties 2006, p.53-54;
13 House of Representãtives 2011-2012, Nr. 32320, nr. 3.
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that are covered by the specific iegislation. In Dutch literature, this phenomenon
has given rise to the doctrine of the positive and negative "reflex effect".la Positive

reflex effect entails that the legislator has intentionally created room for additional
protection. Negative reflex effect concerns cases where the regime of intellectual
property protection is considered exhaustive and the awarding of ancillary protec-
tion under torl law is not deemed to be appropriate.

As far as trademark protection is concerned, Article 2.19(l) of the Benelux
Convention on Intellectual Properly (BCIP) states that no one may claim protection
of a trademark unless this trademark has been registered. However, Article 2.20(l)
BCIP, explicitly leaves a degree of scope for ancillary protection based on tort law
(Article 6:162 BW), by providing that trademark protection under the BCIP is
"without prejudice to the possible øpplication of ordinary law in matters of civil
liøbility".

Nonetheless, it is safe to say that there will generally be no need for additional
protection to Benelux trademark ]¿¡a,, given the very broad protection awarded
under the BCIP to trademark owners. As far as design protection pursuant to the
BCIP is concerned, the same room for additional protection under tort law is
provided for. Article 3.16 of the BCIP is equivalent to Article 2.20(I) as cited above.

Ancillary protection to the regime of (Benelux) design law is primarily provided for
by the tort law doctrine of "slavish imitation".

Article 34 of the Neighbouring Rights Act states that protection under unfair
competition law is not precluded for acts that are covered by this act. Art 2(2) of the
Database Act states that the act shall be without prejudice to the copyright or other
rights to the database or works, data or other materials included in the database.

Some intellectual property regulations do not contain any specific rules on the
"reflex effect", but are assumed to allow for ancillary protection based on tort larv,

for example the Trade Names Act and the Copyright Act.is Other statutory
legislations leave little room for ancillary protection under tort law This is the

case, although not explicitly expressed, in various intellectual property rights that
protect the technical features ofa product, as e.g. the Patent Act 1995, the Seeds and

Planting Materiais Act and the Original Topographies of Semiconductor Products

Legal Protection Act.

III. Basic Considerations

While originally tuned towards protecting the interests of the competitor, Dutch
unfair competition law aims to protect the interests of the consumer as well' The

neutrai formulation of the basic provision on tort under Article 6:162 of the Dutch

Civil Code, acting as a kind of broadly formulated general clause, facilitated this

introduction of consumer protection within the confines of Dutch unfair competi-

tion law. As a consequence of the inclusion of consumer protection in unfair

competition law no prãof of a competitive relationship is required for a successñ¡l

action against unfair competition.
Becauie of the clear separation from public competition law (antitrust law), the

protection under the law òf unfair competition is mainly geared towards Protecting

17

IB

t9

20

2t

ta Cf. Boukema, Civielrechtelijke samenloop, diss. Leiden, Zwolle 1966.
15 See Van Nlspen, Ongeoorloofde mededinging (tooseleaf), IV.4, No. 707 et,seq' for an ovenierr

of the pre-emptive ("reflãx") effect of the variõus IP regulations in the Netherlands'
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the individual against unfair behaviour instead of protecting the general interest.
Nonetheless, it is safe to say that preventing unfair trading practises is in the general
interest as well.

Th$ predominant starting point in unfair competition case law is the freedom of
trade. For some situations, specific monopolies have been designed that are an
exception to this rule. In the absence of any intellectual properly right protection,
according to the Supreme Court, the principle of free trade dictates that benefiting
from the achievements of another person is allowed even if this behaviour harms
the interests of that person. only under special circumstances may this behaviour
be held to be unlawful.r6

Dutch case law in the area of unfair competition, and in particular advertisement
law and defamation law, show a quite strong influence of fundamental rights, in
particular the right of freedom of speech (both on a national level and on a EU
level). Practices that are deemed not normal and acceptable in certain branches of
trade or industry are not decisive i¡ the decision of the courts when considering
unfair competition law.17

IV. General Clause Against Unfair Competition (or lack of it)
In the absence of a (complete) codification of the law of unfair competition and 24

consequently of a general clause, Dutch unfair competition law is embodied in case
law pursuant to Article 6:162 of the Dutch civil code. The first subsection of this
general tort provision states that a person who commits a tortious act (unlawÂrl act)
against another person that can be attributed to him, must repair the damage that
this other person has suffered as a result thereof.

According to the second subsection of Article 6:162 of the Dutch Civil Code, as a 25
tortious act is inter alia regarded an act or omission in violation of what according
to unwritten law has to be regarded as proper sociøl conducf. unlawfr¡lness may
therefore result from violation of this general duty of care, as developed in the case
law of the Dutch courts. This general tort clause has contributed to the flexible
nature of Dutch unfair competition law. Injured parties may file a claim (such as an
injunction or claim for damages) with the Dutch courts, if they feel wronged.

V. Marketing

l. Advertising

a) Legal bacþround

Misleading and comparative advertising in the Netherlands is traditionally 2e
considered to be part of the law of unfair competition. Rules on misleading
advertising were introduced in 1980 in the Dutch civil code. prior to that, thã
general tort clause was applicable. The introduction of the directive on misleading
advertising in 1984 did not bring about any changes to these rules. Finally, in 2005
rules on comparative advertising were implemãnted in the Dutch civil code
following Directive 97 I 55 IEC on comparative advertising.

:: $ r? June 1986, NI 1937, 191 (Hoiland Nautic v Decca).

:'ÏR B fanuary 1960, Nl 1960, 4is (HB); HR 27 June 1986, NJ 1987, tsr (IZVH). Of anothe¡optnion CA. Boukema, Trade Morals and competition (inaugural Amsterdam), 196g
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27 The rules concerning advertising as codified in Articles 6:194-196 of the Dutch
Civil Code are primarily applicable to commercial advertising. Although the right to
freedom of expression as embodied in Article of the 7 (4) of the Dutch Constitution
was traditionally considered not applicable to commercial advertising, case law
shows that Article 10 ECHR may be applicable and may therefore limit the
restrictions on inadmissible commercial advertising.ls

28 Within the framework of the Civil Code, the rules on misleading and compara-
tive advertising are recognized as species of the general tort clause. Article 6:194
Civil Code contains a provision on misleading statements, Article 6:194 a a provi-
sion on comparative advertising, in Article 6:195 Civil Code some rules are
provided concerning the burden of proof and Article 6:196 Civil Code provides
rules on injunctions and rectification. These provisions only relate io misleading
and comparative advertising. Other unlawfrrl forms of advertising, as far as they are
not covered by these specilic provisions (e.g. statements that are not made public or
comparative studies of consumer organisationstn), may still be unlawfril under the
general tort clause of 6:762 Civil Code. In addition, the rules of the Directive 2005/
29lEC on unfair commercial practices as implemented in Articles 6:193a - 6:193 j
of the Dutch Civil Code may be applicable to such advertisements as well.

29 An important consequence of the introduction of the Directive 20051291f;C on
unfair commercial practices is that the application of the existing rules on mislead-
ing advertising (6:194-196 Civil Code) has been limited to B2B advertising. As far
as B2C misleading advertising is concerned, the rules of the Directive 20051291F;C
on unfair commercial practices as implemented in Articles 6:193 a - 6: 193 j of the
Dutch Civil Code are applicable. With regard to comparative advertising, the
general opinion in literature is that the eústing rules as embodied tn arL 6:L94a
Civil Code apply to both B2B and B2C cases.2o

b) Definition

30 Dutch advertisement law does not define the concept of advertising. However,
according to Article 1 of the Dutch Advertising Code (NRC), part of the vast body
of self regulation present in the Netherlands, advertising is defined as "any public
and/or systematic direct or indirect promotion of goods, servíces and/or ideas by an
advertiser or on his behalf, either wíth or without the help of third parties. Advertk-
ing also includes the solicitation for services." Under this very broach definition
many advertising practices are covered, among others: teleshopping, telemarketing,
sponsorship, product placement, packaging, labelling, direct marketing and buzz

marketing.

t8 See Gielen (red), Kort Begrip van het Intellectueel Eigendomsrecht, Deventer 2011, nt.769;
vøn Nispen, Ongeoorloofde mãdedinglng (looseleaf), ArticÈ 194, no.25; Verkade, Monografieel"n
Nieuw BW B-49 (1992), no. 85 and the annotâtion by Kabel to CvB 18 lanuary 1993, IER 1993,p.49
et seq,

'e 
-Cf. 

Hn 9 oktober 1987, Nl 1988, 537.
20 See for a detailed analysis of the application of the advertising rules i¡ the Netherlands to B2B

cq B2C relation s: Geerts/iollebregt, OnËerlijke handelspraktijken,"misleidende reclame en verçlij-
kËnde reclame (Kluwer 2009), p."6-7; Geeris/Voltebregi, Het ioepassingsgebied van de art 6:193a-i

BW, art. 6:194 BW en art. 6i194a BW: misleidenãe wetgeving die"iot verwarring leidt en/of

verwarrende wetgeving die tot misleiding leidt?, IEF 9516.
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It is irrelevant which medium is used for transmitting the message, so dissemina-
tion via the press, radio, television and the cinema are included.zl The message
must be¿disclosed to the public and the public must be able to receive the message.
This inçþdes oral statemints by employees to individual customers and a standar-
dized offer to an addressee with a private message attached to it. However,
conversations of a strictly personal nature and written offers are not included in
Article 6:194 Civil Code.2z In addition, the message should be made in the course of
business. Incidental advertisements by private persons are therefore not covered by
the rules on misleading advertising.

Under the Dutch advertising rules, not only the original advertiser but also the
medium (e.g. newspaper) that has published the advertisement may be considered
to act in violation of these advertising rules. However, the medium will (unlike the
advertiser) usually not be held liable for any damages as a result of the unlawful
advertisement.

c) Misleading advertising (6:194 and 193 c et seq. Civil Code)

For the statement to be unlawful, Dutch law requires that the statement misleads
the public. The public does not actually have to be deluded by the misleading
statement, it is sufficient to prove the danger of this occurring in the future.
According to legal history23 and case law,2a the statement must be misleading to
the average person, who is aware of the fact that advertising involves a certain
degree of exaggeration and who is not easily affected by this fact. This criterion
resembles the criterion adapted in case law by the European Court of |ustice.

In answering the question whether an advertisement is misleading many factors 34

may be decisive. Both the message as well as its format must be taken into con-
sideration. The advertisement will be evaluated in its entirety. However, case law
grants extra weight to certain dominant elements of the advertisements. The
presentation and format of the advertisement, the font used and its directness can
be a catalyst in increasing the possibility of creating a false impression to the
consumers. Which communication medium is used, may also be of relevance to the
assessment of the lawfulness of the advertisement. The level of attention of the
public will be generally higher in case of written advertising than will be the case for
TV commercials. As a result, a comprehensive advertisement in a newspaper is
subject to a stricter assessment than a short TV spot. The intention of the advertiser
is in most cases irrelevant. The courts will try and determine how the relevant
public perceives the communication.

2t Van Nieuwenhoven Helbach/Huydecoper/Van Nispen (7989),Industriele eigendom en mede-
dingingsrecht, Volume II in the series of Dorhout Meel Nederlands handels- en faillissementsrecht,
Gouda Quint: Arnhem t9B9,no.1274.

z^z^De Vrey, supra note l, p. 105.

" See tle Explanatory Memorandum, Bijl. Hand. 17 19T5-76, no. 13 6ll, p. l0 and 21.

. 
u S9e, e.g. HR zs À4aich 19Ss, Nl ),g85, 5g2 (LWH), BIE 1985, no. ZS, p. ZSø (DWFV); Court of

Appeal 's-Hertogenbosch 19 June 1991, BIE f993, no. 52, p. 190, IER 1991, no.48, p. 119; President
District- Court Breda I June 1993, BIE 1995, no. 105; Court of Appeal 's-Hãrtogenbosch 2l
september 1994 (see for rhe text: HR 15 December 1995, NJ 1996, 50'9); president District court
1:È* 22 February 1989, BIE 199r, p. 55 (CvN); President Disrrict Courr Haarlem 28 September
1990' BIE 1991, no. 98, p. 353, IER D9t, no. +, p. 15 (SdW); president District Courr Breda 28
pSce-lber 1990, IER 1991, no. 18, p. 43; presideni District court Amsterdam 21 september 1989,
BIE 1992, no. 68, p. 223; President bistrict Court Rotterdam 16 March 1995, KG 1gi5,171.
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35 Articles 6:194 and 6:193 c Dutch Civil Code contain a list of factors that will, if at
least one of them is fi¡lfÌlled, lead to the qualification of the advertisement as
unlawfirl.25 An advertisement that contains falsehoods or half-truths, is deemed to
be misleading if a person relies on its correctness and consequently buys the goods
offered.26 However, subjective and general claims such as "the best" are not
considered misleading. The public recognizes such obviously as exaggerations and
not based on statements to the fact. Although the advertiser is not obliged to
communicate aspects of his product that are not essential to the buyer's decision,
the omission by the advertiser of facts that are relevant to the consumer for makins
his decision, can be misleading. Moreover, if the advertiser chooses to enter intã
detail with respect to a certain feature of his product, this piece of information
should be complete and correct.2T As a general rule, the more precisê the state-
ments, the more can be excepted in terms of truthfr¡lness and correctness. None-
theless, in most cases, the advertiser will not have to point to the negative features of
his product or the fact that other products are ofbetter quality.

d) Comparative advertising

36 The rules on comparative advertising as embodied in art. 194 a of the Dutch Civil
Code, are an implementation of the Comparative Advertising Directive.2s As this
directive is a firll harmonisation directive, only some specific issues regarding the
Dutch implementation will be discussed.

37 Following implementation of the Comparative Advertising Directive, the starting
point is that comparative advertising is in principle allowed, as far as it meets the
conditions laid down in the Directive, the essential aspects of which have been
implemented almost word for word in the Dutch Civil Code (Article 6:194a). Even
if a competitor's name or trademark is not explicitly mentioned in an advertise-
ment, it may nevertheless be found to be unlawful under Articles 6:162 and 6:L94a
of the Dutch Civil Code, in case the consumer will consider the competitor's name
or trademark when viewing the advertisement. An implicit reference,to a compe-
titor is therefore sufficient for an advertisement to be within the scope of the
comparative advertising rules.2e

38 Dutch courts generally have a flexible attitude towards comparative advertising.
fudges are, however, quite critical in assessing comparative advertising that make
use of derogatory or disparaging statements. The boundary between acceptable
metaphors and unacceptable disparaging statements towards competitors is not
always easy to determine. Competitors have to accept some - maybe unwanted -

25 These incìuding references to the nature, composition, quality or features of a product or
service or its uses; quantity; source; geographical origin; method ofproduction; date ofproductiou
size of stock; price or its calculation; awards or certificates received; use of technical or scientific
terminoiogy; conditions for delivery or payment; extent, specifications and dwation of a warranty;
and characteristics of the seller o¡ manufacturer.

26 Explanatory Memo¡andum, BijL Hand. 1I 1975-76, 13 611, p. I0.
27 Kabel (ed.), nraktilkboek Reclame- en aanduidingsrecht (pRÀR), Deventer: Kluwer (looselea0,

p. IIA-256, and the case law mentioned in IIA-420 e{ seq. See e.g, RCC 3luly 1979, no. 1729; RCC

26 November 7979,no.1973; RCC 5 November 1982, no. 3195.
28 Directive 2006111418C of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 Ðecember 200ó

concerning misleading and comparative advertising replacing the Directive 97lsslBc of 6 Odoþr
1997.

2e HR 29 March 1985, Nl 1985, 591.
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critical imagery from each other. According to the court of The Hague in
preliminary relief proceedings and proceedings on the merits, the use of a trade-
mark by,p competitor of the proprietor of the trademark in Google's Adword
program þay be a form of comparative advertising. The advertisements that appear
when typing in a trademark of a competitor in Google must therefore meet the
requirements of comparative advertising.3o

2. Special forms of marketing

a) Prospectus liability

The Act on Financial Supervision (Wft) requires that a prospectus be issued in 39
case of issuance or reinstatement of stocks outside a closed circle. under the
Prospectus Directive3l Member States are oblþd to, among other things, attach
civil liability to those responsible for the information provided in the prospectus.
The supreme court in 1994 ruled that the legislation concerning misleading and
comparative advertising constitutes a valid basis for prospectus liability.32 These
rules were directed towards protecting the interests of professional investors and
consumers, Following implementation of the Directive 200512918C on unfair
commercial practices, these rules only apply to the professional investor and
competitor. The interests of the consumers are covered by the legislation on unfair
commercial practices.

According to the Dutch Supreme Court the basis to assessing liability are the 40
presumed expectations of the informed, observant and circumspect consumer to
whom a security brochure is directed. The fact that the consumer may have
(investors) experience is not of importance, unless it is determined that the class
of persons to whom the brochure was directed is exclusively composed of persons
experienced in this business.33 To assess whether a prospectus is misleading, the
investor does not have to prove that he was actually aware or affected by the
prosPectus.

lnfhe 2009 World Online case, regarding World Online's disastrous stock market 4t
launch, the supreme court ruled that what matters is whether a statement in the
Prospectus Per se is of a misleading nature. If that is the case, the issuer must refrain
from disclosure and it acts unlawfully if it decides to publish the statement.3a In the
same case the Supreme Court ruled that liability cannot be denied by asserting that
the prospectus provides for correct information and is therefore noi misleading, if
in addition to the prospectus by or on behalf of the issuer misleading statements
were made. Nor can the issuer in such a case successfirlly invoke a clause in the
ProsPectus cautioning the potential investor not to rely on information other than
the information contained in the prospectus. Such a clause does not relieve an
issuer of its obligation to refrain from making false and/or misleading statements.

^-3o,Court 
of Th-e Hague in preliminary relief proceedings of 20 December 2010 and in proceedings

:1*..:1!. of 18 fanuary 20t2 (Tempur v Energy+) and in preliminary relief proceìdings of 4
tseùuary 20lI (Tempur v Medicomfort)

3r Di¡ective 2003l7ll1c of 4 November 2003.

^ 
".I1R_2 December 1994, NJ 1996, 246. See also HR 5 June 2009, JOR 200glt9g (de Treek v

'i;íJ:D:,ll Court Rotterdam 24 ]une 2010, JOR 20101237 (Top Real Estate cs v AFM).
"" ÈtR 30 May 2008, LIN BD2B20.* HR 22 November 2009, LIN BH2t62.
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Finally, the Supreme Court underlines the strict duty of care in such prospectus
cases, by stating that even if the prospectus contains accurate information but the
public has a distorted picture of the risks involved, there is a duty to provide
clarification. The issuer maþ even if he is not responsible for the distorted picture,
have a duty to provide clarification in case the public confusion or the ambiguity is
signitcant.

b) Medicines

42 The Medicines Act (Geneesmiddelenwet) distinguishes between advertising for
prescription mediciles and advertising for medicines which are available without a
prescription. Advertising prescription medicines to the public is not allowed. These
medicines may be advertised to professionals such as doctors and dentists under
certain conditions. The rules can be found in the Code of Conduct for Pharmaceu-
ticaì Advertising (Gedragscode Geneesmiddelenreclame) of the Pharmaceutical
Advertising Standards Foundation (Stichting Code Geneesmiddelenreclame, CGR),
see below. Advertising non-prescription medicines is allowed, even to the public,
under certain conditions. One of these conditions is that the advertisement must
clearþ be about medicines and must include instructions for use. in addition, the
advertisement must not be specifically aimed at children.

c) Media Act

43 The Media Act regulates the organization of public broadcasting in the Nether-
lands and contains a set of advertising rules for public broadcasters. The Media Act
also includes a number of basic requirements for commercial broadcasters and
cable operators. The Media Act sets rules on e.g. the amount and order of
advertising, sponsoring and product placement. In addition to this, rules are
contained in separate regulations and decrees to the Media Act. The Media Act is
also applicable to advertising via services on demand.

d) Tobacco

M The Tobacco Act contains a ban on advertising and sponsorship of tobacco
products, except for advertising in or near specialized tobacco shops.

e) Commodities

45 The Commodities Act provides general rules on public health, product safety,
fairness of trade and proper information. It is linked to a large number of separate
regulations and decrees that contain rules for specific foods and consumer products.
These rules contain various labelling requirements

f) Games of chance and promotional games

46 The Betting and Gaming Act (WoK) prohibits offering games of chance in the
Netherlands if no license has been granted for this purpose. Currently, multiannual
licenses for games of chance are only allowed to a few permanent and semi-
permanent license holders, such as Holland Casino, the State Lottery and the lptto.
The WoK does not yet offer possibilities for plaþg games of chance on the
Internet. Offering games of chance on the Internet is therefore not legal in the

Netherlands. On I April 20L2 the Games of Chance Authority ("Kansspelautor-
iteit", Ksa) was established. The Ksa is a non-departmental public body with legal
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personality that issues licences for games of chance, supervises the licence holder's
compliance with the laws and regulations, monitors the payment of tax on income
from ga¡nes of chance, combats illegal games of chance practices and sanctions
offenceÇlRecently, state secretary Teeven of the Ministry of security and |ustice has
indicated that the Dutch gaming policy will be amended. The Ministry is investigat-
ing various options like admitting more providers to the gaming market and
enabling games of chance offered via the Internet under certain conditions.

Promotional games, i. e. games of chance organized for the promotion of a

certain product or service, are exempted from the prohibition contained in the
WoK, provided the criteria set out in the self regulation code "Gedragscode
promotionele kansspelen" are met. This code differentiates between large promo-
tional games and small promotional games. Large promotional games have to
satisfr a number of strict requirements, e.g. such promotional games may only be
organized once per year and the total value ofthe prizes awarded must not exceed €
100,000 per year. The requirements for small promotional games (with prizes to a

maximum of € 4,500 and limits to the communication costs allowed) are less
stringent.35

3. Self-regulation

a) Dutch Advertising Code

In the Dutch advertising practice, self-regulation plays a very important role. The
Dutch Advertising Code (NRC) contains a body of rules with which all advertising
should comply. It is divided into a general section and a special section (containing
special Advertising Codes related to inter alia alcoholic beverages, tobacco products,
children, games of chance, food products and SMS services). The Dutch Advertising
Code (NRC) was drafted by trade associations of the media, advertisers and advertis-
ing agencies in conjunction with consumer organizations, organized in the Advertising
Standards Organization (SRC). The NRC contains rules on advertising in general,
including misleading and comparative advertising. It applies to advertising in the press
as well as radio and television advertising. Consumers as well as competitors can rely
on the NRC, although it is mostly applied by individual consumers. An applicant does
not have to show an interest when lodging a complaint.36

The NRC is adapted to the Directive 2005129/EC on unfair commercial practices, 49
in facl it was decided to - unlike the implementation in the civil Code - have the
rules of the Directive apply without distinction to both B2c and B2B advertising.
Also, the Netherlands consumer Authority (enforcing the Directive) and the sRC
drafted a cooperation protocol, under which the Consumer Authority will leave it to
the SRC to handle any violations regarding misleading advertising that fall within
tlre latter's jurisdiction. If the advertiser does not comply with the decision of the
RCC or cvB, the consumer Authority can decide to take the matter in its hands.

b) Advertising for medicines

, Advertising aimed at the general public concerning medicines and medical 50
qevrces is reviewed prior to its broadcasting by the specialized Inspection Boards

::!.^War/W S¿ifl¿í, Sports Betting: Law and policy, T.M.C. Asser press 20il, p. 1S1-182.* RCC 1t May t992, BIE 1994,205.
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for the Public Advertising of Medicines (KOAG) and Health Products (KAG). The
Inspection Boards KOAG and KAG review the advertising of medicines, medical
devices and health products according to the industry drafted codes: the Code for
Advertising Medicine to the General Public (CPG), the Code for Advertising
Medical Devices to the General Public (CPMH) and the Code for the Advertising
Health Products (CAG).

VI. Protection of Competitors Against Unfair Trade Practices

1. Introduction

In determining whether protection may be granted under tort law, in addition to
or in the absence of protection under intellectual properfy law, the'Supreme Court
has determined that the predominant starting point in case law is the freedom of
trade.37 As a result, benefiting from another's labour is allowed even if it disadvan-
tages that person in doing so.

In its Holland Nautic v Deccø decision, the Dutch Supreme Court held that
profiting from the efforts of others may constitute an unlardul act under certain
circumstances.3s This case concerned the misappropriation of a valuable intangible,
i. e. an extensive radio navigation system. Holland Nautic had introduced cheap radio
receivers that were capable of receiving the signals transmitted by the Decca navigator
system (DNS), directing customers to buy their radio receivers instead of the ones
provided by Decca. The Supreme Court started by stating that the benefit to Holland
Nautic from Decca's business was not unlawful per se, even if it would inflict a loss
on Decca. Only under specific circumstances, after weighing the relevant interests
involved, is the injured parly awarded damages under tort law. For this to happen, a
party has to benefit from the products of another's labour that are "of such a nature
that they could be put on a par with other products of labour that justify the granting
of such a[n] fintellectual property] right". This case introduced the possibility to
obtain protection for products of labour equivalent to products of labour that do
qualifr for intellectual property protection. However, the Supreme Court is very
reluctant to grant sweat ofthe brow protection to such "products oflabour" and the
"equivalent performance" doctrine is merely a theoretical possibility at the momenl

In the case of the imitation of products, protection under tort law against slavish
imitation may be granted in specific circumstances, inter alia if the action under tort
law is not pre-empted by any specific intellectual properly regulation.

2. Slavish imitation

The action for slavish imitation was first introduced in the 1953 Hyster Krane
case.3e In this case, the plaintiff produced a mobile hoisting-crane under the name

of "Hyster Karry Krane". The defendant had imitated this product, partly by

disassembling the Hyster Karry Krane, and created an identical crane called "The

Elephant". Ii was an incontestable fact that the Hyster Karry Krane was not

patented or protected by any other intellectual property right. The Dutch Supreme

Court considered (translated):

37 HR 27 June 1986, NI 1937, 191 (Holland Nautic t Decca).
38 lbid.
3e HR 26 June 1953, NJ 1954, 90 (Hyster Karry Krane).
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"Everybody may endow his product with as much reriabirity ønd usefuhess øs
possible, using another's efforts, even if this leøds the public to be confused. only in
th9 cg¡e where one could høve adopted an alternøtivà shape, withoul impairing the
relia-bSty and usefulness of one's product, ønd the ,rtitt o¡ not doiig so i-s the
confusion of the public, will imitation of a competitor's product constitute øn
unløwful act."

Based on the Hyster Karry Krane decision of the Dutch Supreme court and cases
that followed, there are four requirements that must be ñltfiled for a successful
action for slavish imitation:

a) The plaintiffs product must be distinctive

The Dutch Supreme Court held in the Scrabble caseao that the plaintiffs product
must be distinctive, meaning that the product must signifìcantly stand out from
other products on the market. Irrelevant, however, is the product's distinctiveness
per se, it novelty or originality.al The supreme court follows a narrow interpreta-
tion when defining the "market".a2 A certain dish will for example be set off against
e.g. the specific market for plastic dishes instead of the market for domestic
appliances as a whole.a3 In most cases, the market conditions in the Netherlands
are deemed to be decisive.aa A product's distinctiveness may diminish over time
when more similar imitations are introduced on the market, although the extensive
use of the product in this period may just as well lead to increasing the distinctive-
ness.as It is for the defendant to prove that products exist on the market that are
similar to the plaintiffs product.a6

b) The defendant's product must be likely to confuse the public

The plaintiff must prove that confusion is likely.aT However, in most cases the 57
courts will independently decide whether the likelihood of confusion has arisen.
Dutch case law does not provide for a clear answer as to what gradation of
confusion is protected under the action for slavish imitation, although its persistent
focus on assessing the similar features of the product themselves, instead oi its effect
on the consumer's decision to buy, leads one to believe that primarily direct
confusion and confusion as to the origin will qualiS'.a8

55

56

a0 HR 8 January f960, NJ 1960,415 (Scrabbte).

- - 

4r HR 7 Ju'ne 1999, NJ 1992, 392; Durch Supreme cotrT 22 November 1974, NJ 1975, 176. see de
Vrey, supra note l, p. 116. The criterion õf distinctiveness is therefore not exactiv the same
(di,étinctivenessioriginality) criterion used in trademark, design and copyright law.UHR 15 March 1968, NI 1968,268.

a3 See de Vrey, supra note l, p. I 16.

1ln t l*á I99i, NJ tggz,3g2. See Van Nispen, Ongeoorloofde mededinging (looseleaf), IV.6,
no.280.

a,s Martens, Onrechtmatige Daad (oud), p. VI-109.

^^ijtt 
van Nispen, ongeõorloofde -eáeängittg (loosereaf), IV.6, 281; Haardt,annotation to HR

¿¿,November 1974' NJ 1975,176; Martens, onrechtmatige Daad (oud), vl-10g. of another opinion
o lrlyllt_ull den Bergh, annotation ro HR 8 January iSeO, NJ 1960,415.

" HR 28 February 1969, NI 1969,366.

,,Ïd: r:t!: su_pra note 1, p. 1IB. See also, Van Nispen, Ongeoorloofde mededinging (looseleaf),

ll^.11i:,298' Holzhaue.r,Inleidìng intellectuele rechten, Boom-¡.U., Den Haag 2002: i.04i Van der
^oor|/Mulder, Hoofdzaken mededingingsrecht, Kluwer: Devente¡ 1996, p. lS!.
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In assessing the probability of confusion the courts start from the hurried, non-
vigilant consumer, most of the time not an expert, and most of the time not able to
directly compare the two products in juxtaposition.ae The overall impression is

deemed to be decisive.so In some cases of (lower) courts, plaintiffs have been
awarded protection under the doctrine of slavish imitation for the imitation of a

series of products. While in these cases, not each individual product was confus-
ingly similar imítated, the imitation of the whole series of products was found to be
unlawfrrl.sr

c) The defendant's product must be similar to the plaintiffs product regarding
features that are not important for the reliability and usefulness of the product

The functional aspects of a product will in most cases predominantþ relate to its
reliability and usefulness and therefore fall outside of the scope of the action of
slavish imitation. In its judgement of 12 |une 1970 the Supreme Court decided that
requirements for standardization in industry may also be of importance to the
reliability and usefirlness of a product.52 This means that a product, whose
appearance is primarily dominated by standardization requirements, may be more
closely imitated. Non-technical trends that relate to people's preferences for a

certain popular style, and for that reason in most cases of a temporary nature like
e.g. trends in fashion probably do not allow for such a strict imitation.s3

d) The defendant must have failed in doing what is reasonably possible to prevent
confusion ("needless confusion")

One needs to do all - if and insofar reasonably possible - that is needed to
prevent confusion. If there is a possibility to deviate fiom the original product
without impairing the reliability and usefi.rlness of the imitation, one is obliged to do
so.sa In the Scrabble casess tJle Supreme Court held that it is sufÊcient to
differentiate concerning some points to such an extent that one has reasonably
done all that is needed to prevent confusion.

Some authors have raised the question whether the action for slavish imitation
falls within the scope of the unfair trading practices rules and should therefore be

solely assessed on the basis of those rules.s6 The communis opinio is that the
enactments of the Directive 20051291F.C on unfair commercial practices and the

4e HR 7 June 1991, Ni 1992, 392; Court of Appeal The Hague 29 March 1990, see HR 14

February 1992, BIE 1993, no. 6, p. 25.
so HR 7 ¡une 199r, NJ 1992,392.
sr E.g. in case of imitations of a series of jewels, see Court of Appeal Den Bosch, 14 March 2012,

LJN 8V9043 (AIl Round u Dutch Design) and a series small Delftware, blue-and-white porcclain

reproductions of old Dutch canal houies, filled with jenever presented by I(LM to its long-haul
first-class passengers, see Court of Appeal The Hague, 21 August 2008 (Goedewaøgen Gouda t
Bols).

s2 NJ 1970, 434 (Hazenteld v Tomado). Further elaborated upon by HR 20 November 2009, LIN:

8J6999 (Lego v Mega Brands). See also Maris, Slaafse nãvoþing en normalisatis in: Met

eerbiedigende werking - Opstellen aangeboden aan Prof. mr. L.J. Hijmans van den Bergh' Deventer:

Kluwer 1971, p. 187 -202.
s3 See Verkade (1986), no. 25(c). See also HR 22 November 1g74,NI 1975,176.
s4 HR 15 March 1968, NJ 1968, 268.
ss HR 8 January 1960, NJ 1960, 415.
s6 See i.a. P.G.É.A. Gierís, annotation to ECJ 14 januari 2010, C-304l08 (Wettbewerbszzntrale v

Plus), IER 2010,42 (p. 309-31s).
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Enforcement Directive 2004l4BtEC have not improved a plaintiffs chances of
bringing a successfirl claim for parasitic/slavish copying.sT

3. The igifation of badges of trade

Benefiting from another's trade by imitating the badges of trade, which the other 62
uses to distinguish his products, will generally be helã to be unlawfr:l under the
general tort clause 6:162 of the Dutch civil code in the case of confusion. The
broad scope of protection under the Trade Names Act and the Benelux Treaty of
Intellectual Property (as well as the Community Trademark regulations) reduces the
need for additional protection under unfair competition law ag'ainst the imitation of
badges of trade.58 In some specific cases ancillary protection under unfair competi-
tion law may be awarded. This may for example be the case when someone wants to
protect a name of a natural person or of a legal person that is not a business within
the meaning of Article I of the Trade Names Act, from imitation,se or if someone
wants to protect its trade name against dilution in the absence of confusion.60
Regarding trademarks, ancillary protection may be awarded (in special circum-
stances) in the case of a defendant who uses a (similar) trademark, but not in the
course of trade.61

4. Denigration

A person who discredits his competitor(s) can be held liable under the general
tort clause of Article 6:162 civil code or he can, in special cases, be held liable
under criminal law, e.g. on account of a simple insult to a person (Article 266 penal
Code) or libel (Article 261 Penal Code). A distinction is made between discrediting
statements aimed at harming another person or his products, and discrediting
statements without that intention. Secondl¡ case law differentiates between state-
ments relating to a person and those relating to his products.

Discrediting statements that are truthfi.rl and not aimed at harming another
Person or his products, will nearly always be allowed, unless the issuer knew it
would be harmful to make the statement and he has violated a duty under the
standard of due care given the specific circumstances.6z In the case of an untrue
discrediting statement, the issuing thereof will nearly always be prohibited.63

If the discrediting statement is aimed at harming another p..*r or his products,
and the statement is truthful, the statement can nonetheless te unlawfirl depending
on the circumstances.6a Relevant circumstances can be the degree of aggresiivenesi

.,17 !<aBßschol 
(et al), study on Trade secrets and pa¡asitic copying (Look-alikes), Hogan Lovells}tll Report on Parasitic Copying for the European Commission, Appendix 6, p.20.

18 de Vrey, supra note l, p. 130.

;f\? November t9s7, NJ 1958, no.3r; HR u February ts77,NJ 1977,no.363.
-,-,qe vre)), supra nole I, p. 130_131.

,*1.91 
e.g' District courr of The Hague (interlocutory proceedings) 5 octobe¡ 2004 (Lijsr pim

i|!j!l!)- In this case some_members of the Dutch potiiicat pu.qiLRn (Lijst pint Fortuin) had
:1*:l Tty Íiom the party but were still using the náme LPF. Thii use of the trademark LpF wasconüdered to be unÌawful under 6:162 BW.
- ^i HR 28 November 194r NJ 1942, r9o. see also HR 16 May 194ó, NJ 1946, 564 and HR r0 June1966, t{, 1966, 390.

.^:'^HR 13 March 1941, NJ 1g4r,660 (although this is a case with harmÍùr intent); HR 19 Aprir1968. 
-See 

Van Nispen, ongáoorloofde -"a.ai"ii"llfoãeteaf), IV.7, no.373.q HR 13 March l9¿1, ñl ls¿1, eoo.
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and the detaiì of the statement, whether it is needlessly offending, its relevance, its
public nature, the issuer's relation to the addressee, or if it is a statement in
defence.6s A trader who discredits its competitor or his trade is presumed to have

done this with the aim of harming his competitor or his trade.66 The trader can in
some cases invoke the principle of freedom of expression.6T If the issuer of the
discrediting statement is not a commercial parfy less strict rules apply, in particular
if e.g. a consumer organisation wants to warn its members of the dangers attached
to certain products or methods of selling.68 Another special category is the warning
communicated to a competitor or his potential buyers, in the case of an infringe-
ment or a danger of an infringement of intellectual property rights. The basic
principle is that whoever invokes intellectual property rights will only act unlar+{ll
if he knows or should have realized that there is a serious, non-negligible chance

that its right will not sustain in proceedings on the merits.6e

5. Protection of know how

The protection of the know-how embodied in trade secrets in the Netherlands is

provided under civil law as well as criminal law, Despite efforts to draft specific
legislation for know-how protection, up to date no specific rules exist under civil law
(other than some criminal law provisions and a specific labour law provision that is

limited in scope). Dutch law does not provide for exclusive and absolute rights of
know-how protection as opposed to intellectual property rights. It is therefore
uncertain whether (and if so, how) know-how can be assigned and licensed.To

As a rule, benefiting from another's trade secrets is allowed. Someone who by
lawfrrl means comes up with certain information, a design or a product, may use it for
his own benefìt, even though it matches another person's trade secret.7l In case a
person obtains information he knows or should know to be secret or uses improper
methods in discovering another's trade secret, he may be held liable. This includes
inter alia the use of industrial espionage, theft, the bribery of employees or the use of
information disclosed by employees in violation of their obligation of secrecy as well
as the abuse of confìdential information acquired during the pre-contractual stage.72

6s de Vrey, supra îote 1, p. 111; Ve¡kade (1986), no. 35-38. See also, into detail, Van Nispen,

Ongeoorloofde mededinging (looseleaf), 7Y.7 ., no. 375.
66 Van Nispen, Ongeoorloofde mededinging (looseleaf), IV.7, no. 373; Verkade (1986), no. 35;

Houwing, annotation to HR 25 May 1951, NJ 1951, 541.
67 de Vrey, supra note 1, p. lI2.
68 HR 19 Apriì 1968, NI 1968, 263.
6eHt*27 )anuary 1939, NJ 1989, 506 (Meijn v Stor/c); HR 29 maart 2002, LIN AD8l84(Vøn

Bentum v Kool); HR 29 September 2006, LJN: 4U6098 (CFS Bakel v Stork Titan).
70 Gielen, Bescherming van bedrijfsgeheimen, Preliminary report to the "Vereenigiog Handels-

recht", Deventer: Tjeenk Willink 1999, p. 6; de Vrey, suPra note I, p. 142.
71 President Distiict Court Utrecht, li May 1963',BIE 1966, 152; 

-Court 
of Appeal Amsterdam 20

February 1964, BIE 1966, 151; Court ofAppeal Amsterdam 4 November 1971,P.18 1973,81'
72 See HR 3i ¡anoary isrs, N, 1919, p. tot et seq.; HR I Decembe r 1972,N1 1973,111; Court of

Appeal Leeuwarden 2i February 1996; BIE 1997, lglt Court of Appeal Amsterdam 17 October

1995, BIE 1997, 137; Court of Appeal Amsterdam 2 fune 1983, BIE 1^9ô4, 227: Cawt af APPe"l Tl
Bosch 13 February 1940, NI :fio, aes; District Court (KG) Breda 1l April 1986, KG 1986' 2t4;

President District Court Amsterdam 6 November ISS¡, ÈIE iSS4, 33; District Court The Hague 3l

October 1986, KG 1986, 514.
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Such behaviour may be actionable under tort law.73 The plaintiff can claim that the
defendant is prohibited from using his trade secret. This right of action is not limited
in time,7i,

- 
To clafir'p¡otection unde¡ tort law, the plaintiff must meet certain requirements. 68

First 
^of 

all, he is required to keep the information secret. The plaintiff must
therefore impose secrecy upon anyone he discroses the informatiån to, e.g. by
entering into a confìdentiality agreement (NDA). The contracting parry, 

-whå

breaches confidentiality by disclosing the information to a third iarty, may be
held liable for breach of contract. The third party, who has wrongly benefit.d from
the breach of contract, may be held liable under tort law. À specific duty of
confidentiality applies to an employee within the context of his employáent
contract. A breach of conûdentiality by an employee may result in an urgent
ground for dismissal according to Article z:ezt (i) sub i of the Dutch civit códe.
In many of these cases, it is diffìcult to make a clear distinction between what is a
trade secret of the employer and what is part of the professional knowledge of the
employee himself. Knowledge that falls outside the working area of the company as
well as knowledge that is mainly attributable to the persõnd qualificationJ of the
employee - and which will be absent as soon as-the employee leaves the company -
will in general not be viewed as a trade secret.75 secondly, the plaintiff musi show
that he has an economic interest in keeping the information cànfidential. Finally,
ttre plaintiff must prove that he has taken reasonable steps to secure the confidenti-
ality of the information.

Aside from protection under civil law, the intentional abuse of trade secrets is 69
punishable under sections 272 and 273 of the penal code. Section 273 penal Code
criminalises the intentional disclosure by an (ex) employee of confìdential details, to
which he has sworn secrecy, that are not generally known and that may harm the
company he works or worked for. This provision does not, however, criminalise the
use of the secret information by third parties.

6. Inducing breach of contract

- According to the settled case-law of the Dutch Supreme court, knowingly z0
benefiting from the fact that someone yiolates or has viãlated an agreement with
another parfy, is not unlawfirl per se.76 For the behaviour to be udalúul, additional
circumstances need to be present.TT Inducement of breach of contract may be an
action e.g. in trade secret cases (see above), disputes with employees and their new
employers regarding non-competition clauses, (parallel) traders who benefit from
the breach of contract of an official distributor towards a trademark owner, etc. A
v.a¡t body of case law exist regarding this topic that is not suitable for inclusion in
this chapter. In a recent case beforelhe Dutch Supreme court,T' regarding parallel
import of Alfa Romeo cars, the supreme court found that thã plaintiff haa
succeeded in_ proving additional circumstances, The supreme couri held that a
trader who obtained cars from leaks in the selective distribution network (therebv

73-See Gielen(1999), S r.r.
,it:r,Y-: Nieuwenhouen Helbach/Huydecoper/Van Nispen (2002), p. 339 et. seq.". ae Vrey, supra note l, p. I44.
i:11 12 January 1e62, ñ¡ nø2, z+ø

;: Ill l? May 1e85, nr.6663, NI re86, 760.
'o HR 8 fanuary 2010, LfN: BII3S2 (Atfa Romeo).
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disrupting the selective distribution network), may be liable towards the original
dealers of Alfa Romeo if he, by entering into competition with original Alfa Romeo

dealers who are bound towards Alfa Romeo to meet certain contractual obligations,

benefits from the fact that these traders are in an unfavourable position because

they have to adhere to these contractual obligations.

VII. Specific Protection of Consumers Against Unfair Trade Practices

1. Aggressive trading practices

The rules on protection of consumers against unfair trade practices have been

frrlly harmonized following the implementation of Directive 20051291F'C on unfair

commercial practices in Articles6:193a - û I93j of the Dutch Civil Code. The

rules on aggressive unfair trading practices that are part of this implementation are

- from the viewpoint of Dutch unfair competition law - mostly a new category of
unfair trading practices. There was no previous codification ofsuch practices under
Dutch law and according to the sparse case law on this subject matter, protection

was usually found in the general standard of care (art. 6:162 Civil Code).

2. Information disclosure duties

Dutch rules providing information disclosure duties to the trader vis-à-vis

consumers, are primarily based on EU law. These information requirements inter
alia include details regarding the trader, method of payment, the existence of a right
of withdrawal, the transaction and communication costs. First of all, a number of
provisions in the E-Commerce directiveTe establish information requirements.

These provisions have been implemented in Articles 3:i5d(1&2), 3:15e(1) BW;

6:227b(l&2) and 6:227c(I) of the Civil Code. Furthermore, following implementa-

tion of the Distance Selling Directiveso Articles 7:46c(l) and 46h(1, 2, 4, 5 and 7)

were introduced in the Civil Code providing the trader with an additional set of
information disclosure duties. The Directive 20051291F;C on unfai¡ commercial

practices also introduced some specific information disclosure duties, implemented
in Articles 6:193 d and e of the Civil Code. In the case of an invitation to purchase,

this information is regarded as material. As far as online sales are concerned, most

of this information should therefore be provided in a clear and comprehensible

manner before the online ordering process begins. Finaþ, various information

disclosure duties are included in specifìc regulations, like the Act on Financial

Supervision (Wft), the Door-to-Door Sales Act, Telecommunications Act and the

rules on Package Travel and on Timesharing as implemented in the Civil Code.

3. Some specifìc rules

a) Inertia selling

Article 7:7 CíviCode sets rules for the unsolicited sending of goods to consumers

in order to induce consumers to enter into a purchase agreement. If the recipient can

7e Directive 200Ol31lEC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 ]une 2000 on cenarn

legal aspects of infbrmation society services, in particular electronic commerce, i¡ the.Internal

Market, 200 OJ LI7811.
80 Directive gTlTlEC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 1997 on the

Drotection of consumers in respect of distance contracts.
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reasonably assume that the product is sent to him to coerce him to purchase it, he
may keep the product for free regardless of any statement to the contrary from the
sender. {arties will not enter into a purchase agreement. However, if the recipient is
responssle for the forwarding of the goods, for example if his roommate has
requested the goods for him, Article 7:7 will not be applica6le. lf the recipient decides
to return the package, the cost of returning will be for the original sendðr.

b) Door-to-door selling and timeshare

Both the Door-to-Door selling and Timeshare rules are based on EU directives 74
(Distance Selling Directive gTlTlEC and the Timeshare Directive galaTlBC). The
Timeshare Directive provides for an option of a personal right (in persona) or a
property right (lri rem). rt is not possible under Dutch law tó obtain a temporary
ljgbrt in rem (temporary ownership). The timeshare provisions (Art.7ABà civit
Code) are thus solely of contractual nature,

c) Direct marketing

The regulation of direct marketing practices in the Netherlands is mainly effected zs
through self-regulation. The NRC contains a number of codes setting rules for
direct marketing, like the Letter Box Advertising, Door-To-Door Sampling and
Direct Response Advertising Code, the Advertising Code for the use of the postal
Filter (to inform consumers, companies and organizations in a uniformed way
about the use of the National Register of Deceased persons) and the Code for the
Distribution of unaddressed Printed Advertisements (which provides that recipi-
ents may declare with a label at their mailbox that they do not wish to receive any
unaddressed advertising material).

Based on the Telecommunications Act, a national "call-me-not"-register has 76
been established. consumers can log on to the register and have thãir phone
number(s) completely blocked or only blocked for certain organizations. Addltion-

4y' ut part of a self-regulation initiative by a number of industry associations, the
Postal Code Filter was established. Consequently, consumers can have their private
contact details included in the National Post Register and request that they be
blocked from unsolicited advertising materials. Furthermore, thÃ Telecommunica-
tions Act contains as of 2009 a ban on spam in the Netherlands. The government
has. chosen for the opt-in system. The sending of unsolicited commerciä messages,
philanthropic or charitable purposes by fax, email, MMS or SMS, to natural ãnd
legal persons shall be permitted only if the sender can prove that he obtained
consent (opt in) from the recipient prior to sending the meisage,

VIII. Enforcement

l. Private enforcement

tfn- 
the Netherlands, a plaintiff who brings an action against unfair competition 77

itlry" the standard (civil law) remedies ãvailable for toituous liability under art.
6¡162 civil code. He can therefore file for an injunction, if need be in conjunction
with a daily default fine, he can claim damages,st or he can ask for a deólaratory

--

. ,i A. p-laintiff .un
6:104 civil code that states:'tfa p"..on iirbr. t" """lrr* on the qrounds ofan unlawfr:l act or a
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judgement. In certain cases, specifìc remedies will be available like a rectification
(possibly accompanied by an order to disclose the names of the addressees),

compulsory publication of the judgement, the declaration of a new legal status, a
product recall, or a claim for submission of exhibits. The plaintiff who claims
rectifìcation or requests an injunction does not have to prove culpable behaviour by
the defendant, as opposed to a claim for damages. The plaintiff must, however, in
any case prove that he has sustained damage or is in danger of sustaining damage.

Next to the individual consumer and competitor, certain consumer organizations
can bring an action against misleading advertising in the form of a type of class-

action under Article 3:305 a and b Civil Code. The consumer organization must, in
conformity with its charter, look after the interests of those consumers it seeks to
protect in court. In addition, the organization must be a legal persoh with frrll legal

competence. It is not allowed to claim damages.

The burden of proof is, in principle, on the plaintiff However, in some cases the
burden of proof is shifted to the defendant. First of all, in case of misleading
advertising, the defendant (advertiser) must prove under Article 6:195 (1) BW that
the allegations in his advertisements are correct. This is only the case if the
defendant was directly or indirectþ responsible for the content of the advertisement

and as far as dividing the burden of proof is not unreasonable. Secondly, if the
advertisement is found to be misleading, the defendant must prove under Arti-
cle 6:195 (2) BW that (the publishing of) this advertisement was not his fault. These

special rules are not applicable in interlocutory proceedings, although the defendant

may nonetheless be expected to prove the correctness of his statements. The same

shift of burden of proof applies to unfair commercial practices. According to
Article 6:193 j Civil Code, the consumer only has to claim (not prove) that the
information provided by the trader is incorrect or incomplete.

2. Public enforcement

The Netherlands Consumer Authoritf2 has the possibility of public enforcement

of provisions dealing with unfair commercial practices in cases where collective

consumer interests are involved. It has been charged with enforcing several

consumer protection provisions, including Unfair commercial practices, the Ser-

vices Act, Misleading Advertising, E-commerce, Consumer purchases, General

Contract Terms, Distant Selling, Timesharing, Package Travel, Canvassing (Ðoor-

step selling), Pricing (regulations on price visibility) and the Regulation 200612004.

The Netherlands Consumer Authority is not authorised to take action in the

financial sector; financial-market oversight in the Netherlands is exclusively pro-

vided by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM)'

The Netherlands Consumer Autiiority has powers based on both private law and

administrative law. These powers are tased- on the Act for the Enforcement of

Consumer Protection (Wei Handhaving Consumentenbescherming, W}IC)' ftre
Consumer Authority can ask a trader for an undertaking to cease the rnfingement.

failu¡e in the performance of an obligation has derived profit from that act or failurq th9 clurt ma¡

assess the damug., upon the demanã of such other p.ison, ut the amount of such proñt or'a PâÎt

thereof."
s2 "Consumentenautoriteit", as of I January 2013: the "Autoriteit Consument en Marlt' (Con'

sumer and Market Authority).
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The consumer Authority can subsequently publicize this undertaking. After it has
been established that an infringement has taken place, the consumer Áuthority can
also,,inmany situations, impose an administrative fine or orders subject to periodic
penalq$pàyments for each day the infringement continues. An administrative fine
may not exceed € 76,000 per violation. when it comes to unfair trade practices, a
fine of up to € 450,000 may be imposed per violation. The consumer Authority can
impose the fine both to companies as well as the directors of those companies. As a
matter of principle, the consumer Authority will publish its decision on the
imposition of an administrative fine or order. An administrative order can also be
imposed in case of an imminent violation of the rules of unfair trading practices.

The consumer Authority can ask for an injunction with the courtãiAppeal in 8t
The Hague by means of a special procedure on the basis of 3:305 d civil code.
Finally, the consumer Authority can ask the court to declare an agreement for the
settlement of mass damages on the part of consumers to be legally-binding.

3. Self-regulation

A complaint under the NRC is handled by the Advertising Standards Committee 82
(RCc). if the advertisement is found to be in conflict with ihe NRC, the RCC will
recommend the advertiser(s) involved to discontinue such a way of advertising.
This recommendation can be made privately as well as in public. The organizations
affiliated to the SRC, such as the Dutch Advertisers Association, have co-ntractually
committed themselves to follow these recommendations. In the event of a repeat
offence or a serious violation of the code, the media affiliated to the sRC pursuant
to the Netherlands Media Act will be asked to stop publishing the advertisement
concerned. The complainant and/or advertiser can l,odge an appeal within 14 days,
or 7 days in the case of an urgent complaint, with the Board oiÀppeal (cvB). If the
appeal is dismissed by this body, the only thing that the applicant can do is ro
instigate a separate court action for misleading advertising pursuant to 6:194-196
BW. The courts are not bound by the recommendations òr tn. ncc and cvB but
will often take them into account when considering the case.

Specific Abbreviations and Acronyms

Autoriteit Financiële Mørkten (Netherlands Authority for the
Financial Markets)
Benelux Convention on Intellectual propery
Uniform Benelux Designs and Models proiection Act
Bureau voor de Industriële Eigendom (Netherlands Industrial
Properly Office
Burgerlijk W etbo ek(Dutch Civil Code)
Code voor de Aanprijzíng van Gezondheidsproducten (Code for
the Advertising of Health Products)
Code Publieksreclame voor Geneesmiddelen (Code for Adver-
tising Medicine to the General public)

AFM ........................

BCIP ......................,
BDMA
BIE ..........................

BW ..........................
c.A,c ........................

cPG ........................
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CPMH Code voor de Publielcsreclame voor Medische Huþmiddelen
(Code for Advertising Medicine to the General Code for
Advertising Medical Devices to the General Public)

} CvN ......................... prof. -r. õ.J.J.c. van Nispen (annotator)

DWFV prof. mr. D.W'F. Verkade (annotator)

HB ........................... L.J. Hijmans van den Bergh (annotator)

HR ................ ........... Hoge Raad der Nederlanden (Supreme Court of the Nether-
lands)

IER .......................... Intellectuele Eigendom en Reclømerecht (Legal Journal)

]OR .............. ........... Jurßprudentie Onderneming 6 Recht (Dutch Law Reports)

KAG ........................ Keuringsraad Aønprijzing Gezondheidsproducten (Inspection

Board for the Promotion of Health Products)
KG ...........,............... Kort Geding (Dutch Law Reports, currently named Neder-

. løndse Jurisprudentie Feitenrechtspraak civiele uitspraken
(NIF))

KLM ........................ Koninklijke Luchtvaørt Maatschøppij (Royal Dutch Airlines)

KOAG Keuringsraad Openlijke Aanprijzing Geneesmiddelen (Board

for the Public Advertising of Medicines)
LIN ............... ........... Landelijk Jurßprudentie N ummer (Dutch Law Reports)

LPF .......................... Liist Pim Fortuin
LWH ....................... L. Wichers Hoeth (annotator)

NDA,...................... Non-disclosure Agreement

NJ ............................ Nederlandse Jurisprudentie (Dutch Law Reports)

NRC ........................ Nederlandse Reclame Code (Dulch Advertising Code)

PRAR ........... ........... P r aktiikb o ek Re clam e- en a an dui dingsr echt

RCC ......,................. Reclame Code Commissie (Advertising Code Committee)

SRC ......................... Stichting Reclame Code (Advertising Standard Organization)

VNH ....................... E.A. van Nieuwenhoven (annotator)

VuR ......................... V erbraucher und Recht (journal)

Wft .............,............ Wet op het financieel toezicht (Act on Financial Supervision)

WHC ...................... Wet Handhaving Consumentenbescherming (Act for the En-

forcement of Consumer Protection)
WoK ....................... Wet op de Kansspelen (Betting and Gaming Act)
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